Summer Off Season Care

Out There Nordic

Once your Season is complete the
best thing for your skis is to clean
them. This can be done by brushing
them out and wiping them down with
SWIX Fluro Glide Cleaner. Followed up
by covering them with a layer of Soft

Ski Waxing &
Service Guide

wax such as SWIX BP99, CH10 , TOKO
NF Yellow or TOKO NF Hot Box &
Cleaning wax. We also provide a Summer Service were we apply cover wax
& when you return in the fall, we will
scrape, brush & coat with a skiable
wax for the start of your season for
$24.99
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Care For Your
Skis

Why do Maintenance?

•

Superior Waxing:$99.99
Waxing
Vasaloppet here we come. You
need wax to be durable, fast and
to last at least as long at the
Great 90km Vasa in Sweden!
Spare nothing.

•

Thermo Treatment:
$49.99
Base saturation is a key to a ski’s
performance Thermo treatments
use waxes made specifically for
this purpose. After a Stone Grind
or on New Skis this is a great way
to build up (Approx 15 layers) the
wax in a ski base

•

Thermo 50 Treatment:
$79.99
This Thermo Treatment is similar
to the other, but Better! (Approx
50 layers of wax) The Ultimate in
base saturation!

The base material on modern skis is intended to have wax applied to it to increase
it’s performance as well as protect and
keep the material from oxidizing. Continual
application of wax will increase the durability, performance and life of the base. This

Skis do require maintenance no matter

can be done at a minimum thru a HOT WAX

if they are waxed or waxless skis. All of

service for your skis at the start of each

the skis we sell at Out There have a wax

Nordic season and applying storage wax to

service done prior to leaving the shop.

the skis in the off-season. To increase the

On the glide zone of all they have 3 lay-

quality of the base more frequent waxing

ers of SWIX BP99 reheated followed by

can be done throughout the ski season.

two layers of SWIX BP77, scraped,
brushed and ready to ski. All waxed classic skis will also have a kick binder or
tape applied to the designated kick
zone. Waxless skis will have the tips
and tails glide waxed. For long term performance of your Waxless skis we recommend that either periodic hot waxing
of the tip and tail area or the use of a

Service Options

Stone Grinding
•

product like TOKO Grip and glide which
can be applied to the full length of your

Essential Waxing:
Waxing $39.99 The basics in glide for both waxed and
waxless skis to help protect the
base and give basic glide

waxless ski.

•

•

Improved Waxing:
Waxing $49.99 Good
training wax system. Will be more
temperature specific and give better longer lasting glide
Preferred Waxing:
Waxing $79.99 Race
day is here and you are looking for
very good skis. Wax of the day type
situation

We also offer Stone grinding service
for damaged , burnt and bases that
seem to not accept wax. This process
involves removing a small layer of the
base material and giving you a NEW
Fresh surface ready to absorb wax
$69.99
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